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Chairman’s Report
Why do we in Britain struggle so much with the idea of irregular high forest and with continuous
cover? Is it because we still cling to the misconception that it is complicated or is it that its simplicity
presents us with a challenge? Things are changing in the face of economic turmoil with the drastic
cuts in spending, changes to grant funding and with changes in technology made possible by the
digital revolution. As foresters we are turning towards cost effective solutions in order to save money
but then discover how to improve timber incomes and increase the quality of the resource. More
effective risk management of the commercial resource combines with environmental protection and
adaptation. The rush to clear-fell in a vain attempt to compete in the commodities market makes us
question the disappointing returns from our valuable land. We now feel let down in our hurry to clear
crops that are only just starting to produce the timber that will be demanded by 21st century timber
technologies. We must not be left behind, let us learn to hold on to the accumulated growth from our
forests and harvest the increment from the right quality material while protecting the environment
and attempt to respond to climate change.
Since the beginning of this year I have set up six new AFI research stands in Ireland and re-measured
the research stand in Curraghchase, County Limerick. All the stands are embedded into the wider AFI
network across France, Ireland, Belgium, Luxemburg, Switzerland and England. Ireland now has seven
AFI stands, including one that has been re-measured, so provides the greatest contribution to the
network outside of France. In Monivea, County Galway, a good stand of semi-mature Norway spruce
has just yielded 170 m3/ha, sold standing at €70/ton. In five years time the forester expects to come
back and harvest the increment. Every five years they will do the same, and again and again. Each
time the quality will be better and the log breakout will be optimised due to repeated selection and
to target diameter felling. The chances are that, because quality always pays, the unit price will go up
and the unit costs will fall creating a virtuous circle. The forester has no need to budget for massive
post-harvesting re-stocking costs because there will be regeneration. Neither does the manager
expect to have great long periods when the stand is unproductive. I think this is marvellous, and it is
a pleasure to see the enthusiasm shown by a group of highly experienced and savvy foresters looking
at a fully stocked stand that has just yielded 170 m3/ha at €70! It sounds too good to be true but it
is in fact a reality. It’s a shame we cannot see the sense in it and practice close to nature continuous
cover forestry everywhere.
In England, big estates and entrepreneurial farmers understand the commercial sense of combining
effective management of cultural heritage using continuous cover. Constant attention and sustained,
adaptive management is required. Where that tradition has fallen away the drive for estate produced
woodfuel will bring back lost skills stimulating the demand for new continuous cover management
skills. Two foresters in England who are ahead of the game, Andy Poore and David Pengelly, have set
up two AFI research stands; the one in Stourhead (Western) with the help of both Woodland Heritage
and Forest Research. When Stourhead was re-measured last year the results showed, to everyone’s
great surprise, that the diameter increment on the Sitka was greater than on the Douglas fir. The
AFI research stands across England, Ireland and the rest of the network provide managers such as
Andy and David with this precise sort of information to fine tune their management. The network
now established for over 20 years and with 44,000 records provides an important data base which is
yielding evidence of species growth, productivity of mixtures, and responses to seasonal events and
climatic change on a much wider scale. In both cases the immediacy of the data provides managers
and researchers with evidence on which to make sound decisions. A toned down sampling system
has been designed for forest inventories to monitor whole forests providing a management tool with
which to monitor tree growth, timber quality, species and structural diversity and to account for
sustainable production.
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It is simply a better way to manage forests; we need to be doing more everywhere in Great Britain,
in Ireland and in Europe. Slovenia has roughly the reverse proportion of forest to other land that we
have in GB with nearly 60% of its territory under forest. As a result not all their forest is intensively
managed and they are far from harvesting the forest increment. The wildwood is encroaching in
places and the forest is returning to the sort of place that produced legends and stories that were
once written to scare children. On the other hand there is very little damage in these forests and they
are very obviously close to nature where an extended food chain provides the natural controls in a
sustainable environment. We obviously lack this in our sterile plantations. The woodfuel and green
energy debate has highlighted how little land we have per head of population and any attempt to self
sufficiency in woodfuel is as misplaced as aspiring to self sufficiency in timber; we would need three
times the land mass if we were to produce it. However if all our forests were irregular high forest and
close to nature continuous cover, we might have the capacity through the habitat networks within
the existing forest area to accommodate some higher carnivores such as the pine marten in Wales
or the lynx or even the wolf in Scotland, and as a result have better more functional forests. The
reintroduction of the beaver in Scotland is an important move forward.
The research into irregular forestry is increasing at an incredible rate driven by forestry policies
worldwide looking for solutions to integrated land use solutions providing timber production and
environmental protection. The number of peer reviewed papers in scientific publications is staggering
and I am proud that CCFG has been able to contribute in a small way to increasing scientific knowledge
in the field. Rodney Helliwell who setup our conference in 2009 and who has published in the CCFG
Newsletter and in the wider forestry press has made a very valuable contribution to our better
understanding of light in the forest. Gary Kerr is guiding research into continuous cover forestry and
LISS at Forest Research and as editor of Forestry and the organiser of the 2012 IUFRO conference in
New Zealand is making a huge contribution to greater scientific understanding.
There is now an increasing realisation that climate change is truly biting. We are no longer afforded
the luxury of thinking that it might not happen at all, or that it might not happen within our lifetimes,
or that our oceanic climate will provide us with a buffer and we will be cushioned from its effects. We
have been given a wakeup call and are now accepting that we will grudgingly concede to mixtures in
our restock planting. It is a great shame we had not been better prepared. If our forests were diverse
multi-species forests made up of multi-aged stands would they not be more resilient? An irregular
high forest is less likely to succumb to catastrophic infection from new diseases. A mixed stand is
less likely to be completely affected. This reduces the impact as well as the potential to spread the
disease and for the disease to evolve new cross species strains. We rush to clear-fell and restock with
mixtures as a response to potentially catastrophic attack while the industry feels threatened by the
loss of monoculture. To manage stands on a close to nature continuous cover basis requires better
infrastructure where regular harvesting provides space within stands for quality stems to develop and
accumulate volume without the intensive competition forced upon stems within closed canopies,
exposing trees to greater risk of attack. Continuous cover will increase the health of our forests by
reducing individual stem competition making them more productive and more resilient. Structural
diversity increases the number of habitat niches and the range of insect and birds often providing
natural controls. The age structure and the range of site types across the resource will provide natural
landscape design and better site definition. Advanced transformations will become species rich with
enrichment planting and natural regeneration. Late transformations in Sitka spruce will tend to
shelterwood transformations as the increasing proportion of target trees set by market constraints
within these stands tip the Basal Area below stability thresholds. Our forests will be become mixed
both as a reflection of site variability and of our requirements for individual timber properties and
uses.
The Dyfi Valley Platform is a new research initiative in Wales created to better understand the effects
of climate change on the environment. It brings together researchers from universities in Wales and
Forest Research with the participation of stakeholders and the UNESCO Dyfi Biosphere reserve. The
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project aims to study the interaction between different forms of land use and the wider environment
on a catchment scale. The idea has parallels in other parts of the world, in particular the USA, but is
quite innovative and groundbreaking. The advances in computing and the advent of meta-analysis now
enable us to envisage holistic studies of this type. Science has previously tended to look for answers
to precise questions that have sometimes tended to oppose different solutions to the same problem.
The ecosystem approach may provide us with answers and solutions to dealing with complexity at a
time when we are facing a serious environmental crisis. We must use these types of studies to look at
how continuous cover may benefit the environment and to identify the ecosystem services that we
provide.
Devolution is now a reality we take seriously. It is causing us to examine how UK institutions function
in a devolved national framework and nowhere more so than in Wales. The Welsh Government has
taken a bold decision having decided that the three agencies that deal with the environment in Wales
will be merged as a single government body (SB). A consultation on how the SB will operate is now
underway. Much of the discussion to date has been dominated by those who do not want to upset
the status quo and who would rather continue with business as usual. However, the political will
for national definition and the unique position that Wales has with a constitutional commitment to
sustainability, make the case for new institutions and for integration. To date the Forestry Commission
has combined both the regulatory and the custodial roles it provides at present. This may be more
difficult in a new body in Wales where the other bodies in the partnership have a more simple sense of
purpose. It may be that the regulatory role of the FC is separated from the management of state assets
with two different bodies emerging. This may provide real opportunities, better focus and more evenhanded regulation and a more commercial approach towards management of the national resource,
removing some of the market distortions that polarises the sector. The most outspoken opposition
is from the forestry lobby that fear regulation by a SB with a wider remit and a duty of care to the
environment in general rather than to timber production. Forestry in Britain prides itself on how it
is well regulated and quotes the enumerable guidelines and standards it produces and by which it
regulates its activities. It may now come under a different kind of scrutiny as the new body will have
a far clearer definition of acceptable levels of impacts and on how the industry can be regulated to
provide benefits to the Welsh environment and the Welsh economy.
All the changes facing us pose major uncertainties so the case for continuous cover has never been
stronger. It is of the greatest importance that forestry professionals understand how important it
is. The challenge for the wider public is that the right amount of appropriate timber production can
enhance biodiversity as well as preserve habitats in sensitive environmental areas. Both arguments
are at two ends of a wide range of opinion in the forestry world. Better understanding will become
increasingly obvious as a new commercial reality prevails because the arguments that underpin
continuous cover forestry management are sound economic arguments. Linking silviculture to better
timber production is the key to moving forward.
Because I am stepping down as chairman of the group at the next annual meeting I would like to thank
the CCFG Committee and our administrator for their commitment and enthusiasm for continuous
cover. They have tried, by developing our website, by organising meetings in GB woodlands, the
conference, training events and producing the Newsletter to engage in discussion and to spread ideas
within the group and beyond. I am very grateful to have been chairman and thank the committee for
their hard work and dedication and all members for supporting CCFG.
Phil Morgan
Chairman
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CCFG EVENTS PROGRAMME, 2012
Annual General Meeting
Wed 2 May - in Aberwystwyth and Roslin - see next page

English Site Visit - Wed 20 June - Nottinghamshire
In the morning we shall visit Morton Estate Woodlands near Worksop DN22 8HW where a
group selection system of management was adopted in the mid 1980’s in predominately
broadleaved woodlands. Inventories have been carried out every ten years. (See RFS article
on website)
This will be followed in the afternoon by a visit to Thoresby Estate near Newark NG22 9EP
to look at opportunist natural regeneration of Corsican Pine, Scots Pine and Birch under mature pine, and consider how to move the stands forward to unevenaged structures. (Winner
of RFS Excellence award 2011. see RFS Journal Vol 105 No.4)
Please let Gill Pemberton know if you will be attending the visit.

Pro Silva Europe Annual Meeting - 27-30 June - France (fully booked)
As the UK member of Pro Silva Europe we are allocated a few places at their Annual Meetings, which give an opportunity to learn more about practices elsewhere in Europe and to
exchange ideas and make new friends and contacts. This year’s meeting will be held in the
Berce region of France, near Le Mans. include visits to see management of high oak forest
in the National Forest of Bercé and to several private forests.

Scottish Site Visit - Thurs 6 Sept - Morayshire
We shall be visiting Cawdor and Darnaway Estates in Morayshire to look at the use of CCF
systems in private woodland management, and the opportunities this management approach
brings. Both Cawdor and Darnaway have been using CCF for a number of years and we shall
visit some of their longer managed stands to see how they have developed structurally
and in terms of delivering estate objectives. (Please contact Evelyn Hall to reserve a place:
Evelyn.Hall@forestry.gsi.gov.uk).

Welsh Site Visit - Wed 3 October
Details to be circulated later.

More detailed information will be circulated for each site visit.
students, and £15 for non-members.
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CCFG Annual

ee Mee

& AGM

The Annual
ee Mee
and AGM are held on the st Wednesday in May each year,
and any member can a end the mee
This year’s mee
will be on Wednesday 2nd
May, st
at 10.00 am and will be held in 2 loca
using the Forestry Commission’s teleconferencing f
- Forestry Commission Wales, Welsh Assembly, Rhodfa Padarn,
Llanbardarn Fawr, Aberystwyth, SY23 3UR
- Northern Forest Research Sta

Roslin, nr. Edinburgh, EH25 9SY

Appointment of New Chairman
Phil Morgan will be standing down as Chairman at the mee
and so we shall be appoin
a
new Chairman. Last October members were informed of this change and invited to send in their
nomina
New CCFG Wales Co-ordinator
Price has taken on Phil’s role as co-ordinator of the CCFG Wales Group and
appointment will be ra
at the mee

s

Other Events
Valuing trees and woodlands: a new understanding of their worth - 23 April - Stoneleigh Park. RFS
and RASE will examine how the new valuations might generate benefits for owners, managers,
society and the woodlands themselves. Bookings: RASE Tel. 02476 858 252.
ICF National Conference: Future Forestry - meeting the needs of society in the 21st Century - 16 &
17 May - London: an exploration of forestry on the world stage, the challenges we’re facing in the UK,
the complex relationship between trees and society, the opportunities ahead, and how we balance
the diverse needs of stakeholders. Bookings: ICF Tel 0131 240 1425.
Forestry Across the Border - 13 - 17 May, a joint event between the Royal Scottish Forestry Society
and the RFS of England and Wales, based in Kelso. Members.
Irregular Silviculture in the Lowlands: transformation in practice - 16 May - this one-day Course
provides an in-depth introduction to the practical application of irregular silviculture in coniferous
and broadleaved stands £192 + VAT. For more information see www.selectfor.com.
From Woodland to Workshop - Woodland Heritage’s innovative 3 day course in Herefordshire
linking ‘tree growers with wood users’. This year’s dates: Tues 8 - Thurs 10 May; Mon 17 - Wed 19
September. For more information contact Woodland Heritage Tel. 01428 652 159.
Woodland Heritage Field Weekend - 15 - 17 June - Shropshire/Herefordshire - for members and their
guests. Bookings: Tel 01428 652159
APF 2012 - 13 - 15 September - Ragley Estate, Alcester, Warwickshire. Exhibition for the woodland,
forestry, arboriculture and fencing industries, presented by ConFor. For more information see APF
website: www.apfexhibition.co.uk
Managing forests for ecosystem services: can spruce forests show the way? - 8 to 10 October Heriot Watt University, Edinburgh. Contact: evelyn.hall@forestry.gsi.gov.uk
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Use of Continuous-Cover Forestry Techniques
for Tree Species Diversification
by Scott McG Wilson

Contexts for diversification
At the present time there are four main silvicultural situations in which foresters may wish to diversify
the tree species composition of their woodlands:1. PAWS restoration and enhancement - in situations where plantations of non-native tree species
have been established on ancient woodland sites, species diversification will generally aim to
increase the proportion of native tree species over time. For PAWS restoration, the native
species component may eventually need to be increased to as much as 90%, whereas for
PAWS enhancement, the initial objective is usually to achieve a native tree species component
at least in excess of 50%.
2. Promoting desirable and profitable species - in many situations managers may wish to increase
the proportion of tree species in their stands for which markets are offering higher returns.
Examples include the enrichment of pine and spruce stands with species such as Douglas fir
and western red cedar, and the enrichment of naturally regenerated stands of birch with more
valuable hardwoods (oak, ash, sycamore and beech). With changing climates and markets,
it can be expected that new productive species options will arise - e.g. increasing amounts
of species such as coast redwood, Japanese red cedar, walnut and other warm temperate
hardwoods.
3. Climate change and disease mitigation - in situations where factors such as drought or novel
pests and diseases are threatening existing productive species, there may be a desire to
introduce new tree species to stands on either a precautionary or reactive basis to sustain
future production. Spruce stands in southern and eastern Britain may become increasingly
drought stressed, making the case for their enrichment with more drought tolerant species,
such as Douglas fir. Pine stands now being affected by Dothistroma (“red band”) needle blight
can be enriched with a range of non-susceptible conifer and hardwood species as part of
the response. Unfortunately this technique is often less suitable for Phytophthora-affected
larches.
4. Landscape and biodiversity enhancement

- with increased emphasis on recreational and

public amenity values, there is often a desire to improve the landscape appearance of
plantation forests as these move into their second and subsequent rotations. While re-aligning
plantation-edge profiling is one relevant technique, species diversification by introduction of
deciduous hardwoods or alternative conifers can also be a valuable approach, at both stand
and landscape design scales. Many of our most attractive forest landscapes comprise speciesdiverse stands. There can also be biodiversity benefits of species diversification, apart from
the PAWS situation - particularly from the introduction of more native hardwoods or the largerconed conifer species into woods where red squirrel is a management priority.
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Naturally regenerated hardwood understorey to larch

Advantages and disadvantages of continuous-cover approaches
The continuous-cover forestry “toolkit” has significant advantages in many situations where tree species
diversification is sought. As compared with a standard “coupe-fell and replant/ naturally regenerate”
strategy, the advantages of continuous-cover approaches are:•
•
•
•
•

Avoidance or reduction of the need for premature felling/ loss of production.
Avoidance or reduction of any “hiatus” in wood production/ carbon sequestration.
Avoidance of the loss of the forest and soil microclimates (moisture, shelter).
Avoidance of major visual landscape/ amenity impacts, especially in upland areas.
Reduction of disturbance impacts on biodiversity habitats and priority species.

There are, however, some impediments and challenges to continuous-cover diversification:•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Silvicultural difficulties in unthinned stands on exposed/ poorly-rooted sites.
Logistical difficulties for multiple entry working on steep and/ or inaccessible sites.
Lack of suitable harvesting and forwarding equipment for sensitive CCF working.
Problems with lack of brash-mats for “low impact” forestry on peaty soil sites.
Lack of necessary workforce skills and contractor base for CCF in some regions.
Need for financial capital investment during the “gradual diversification” process.
Slower progress towards “cover fraction” targets (e.g. for PAWS restoration work).

The importance of light quantity and quality and species shade tolerance
When attempting tree species diversification by continuous-cover forestry techniques, a key overarching issue is to understand the light regime (quantity and quality) that is to be found within your
stands and the impacts that this will have on different tree species. Little success is likely to be met
with if this is not properly considered in planning of interventions.
A well-established understanding has now been achieved of the light requirements of the major tree
species (native and introduced) used in British forestry. This can be expanded in due course to include
novel or less-common species as these come into wider use. It should be noted that some tree species
(e.g. ash) may be more shade tolerant when younger.
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Key implications of these differences in shade tolerance for tree species diversification are:•

In “gap-phase” systems such as group selection and group shelterwood the gap size needs
to be related to the shade tolerance of the tree species being promoted in gaps (whether by
natural regeneration or by enrichment/ keyhole planting).

•

In systems maintaining a more spatially-uniform stocking density (e.g. uniform and irregular
shelterwood, single-tree selection) the regulated/ target basal area needs to be related to
the shade tolerance of the tree species being promoted from below (whether by natural
regeneration or by under-planting).

•

Future thinning/ pruning needs to reflect the light requirements of the tree species being
promoted, avoiding them being out-competed by the existing stand matrix.

Key silvicultural techniques
The essential continuous-cover silvicultural techniques for tree species diversification are:•

Promotion of natural regeneration by canopy thinning - reduction of the canopy density of the
existing stand such that the basal area becomes sufficiently low to allow the target species to
develop from existing or anticipated natural regeneration.

•

Promotion of natural regeneration by gap formation - creating of gaps in the existing canopy to
promote concentrations of advance natural regeneration or to create a suitable context for new
natural regeneration or enrichment planting to succeed.

•

Enrichment planting and under-planting - deliberately introducing the target species by planting
into the understorey (have sufficiently reduced the canopy density) or into pre-created gaps (of
sufficient size to allow enough light to reach transplants).

•

Selective thinning and tending practice - subsequent thinning and tending practice to favour
existing or developing components of the more desirable species (e.g. within even-aged
plantation mixtures or mixed-species uneven-aged woodlands). In even-aged plantation
forests, species diversification work can essentially form part of the process of conversion to a
permanently irregular structure using multiple species.

Enrichment planting with native species on a PAWS site
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Heavily thinned larch underplanted with native hardwoods

Scott McG
is an independent Chartered Forester and consultan forest ecologist,
based in Aberdeen. He has been in private practice since 1998, following completion of
his PhD in forest site classification (ESC) at the University of Edinburgh. His professional
work spans a wide range of woodland survey, history, research, policy, silvicultural and
technical authorship projec covering most parts of the British Isles. He has published
several original papers in the forestry press, and most recently, a guidance publication on
alternative conifer species.
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LOW IMPACT SILVICULTURAL SYSTEMS IN IRELAND
Lucie Vítková (University College Dublin)

1. Introduction
Forestry in Ireland does not have a significant history (unlike that of continental Europe) and the
centuries of native woodland felling reduced forest cover in Ireland to just 1% of the land area by the
early 1900’s (O’Carroll, 2004). Currently, 10.8% (700,000 ha) of the total land area of the Republic
of Ireland is covered by forests (Ní Dhubháin et al., 2010). A major national commitment to restore
forest cover resulted in the planting of much marginal and sub-marginal agricultural land, and this has
continued up to the present (Forest Service, 2000).
The vast majority of forest stands in Ireland are currently managed under the clearfell system. However,
in recent years, clearfelling has been subjected to increased criticism in relation to the detrimental
effects on non-wood resources, including scenic values and recreation (Jull & Stevenson, 2001). This
negative perception of the clearfell system has lead to increasing interest in Low Impact Silvicultural
Systems (LISS) and the process of transforming even-aged stands to continuous cover with irregular
stand structures has commenced in Ireland.
Coillte (a state owned forestry company) has also identified a number of stands which the company
plans to manage under LISS. Designating a minimum area under continuous cover management or
LISS is a requirement for certification from the Forest Stewardship Council. The commitment to
incorporating LISS into the forest management of Irish forests has started and is underway. In recent
years, an increasing number of Irish private forest owners have also begun to consider and to initiate
the process of introducing LISS in their forests. This is particularly the case amongst private forest
owners with a long experience in forestry across multiple rotations and generations. Using LISS in
Ireland can be considered a relatively new type of forest management and such management can be
considered difficult (Von Ow et al., 1996). This is due to a lack of experience in implementing LISS
and to the focus on the clearfell system in Ireland.

2. Project on Low impact Silvicultural Systems in Ireland
A research project regarding the investigating the potential of LISS in Ireland had been set up and
commenced in September 2010. One of the project objectives is to set up a thinning experiment in
young Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis Bong Carr.) stands. The aim of the experiment is to assess which
thinning regime is most likely to initiate the transformation from an even-aged young Sitka spruce
forest, with a narrow stem size distribution, to a structurally diverse, uneven-aged forest with a wide
range of size classes. Sitka spruce was selected because it currently covers around 52% of the total
forest estate (327,000 ha, Forest Service, 2007). It is therefore the major commercial species in Ireland
and it, of course, plays an important role in the application of LISS in Ireland. The suitability of Sitka
spruce as a species managed by LISS in Ireland has, until now, not been addressed.
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The experiment is setup in similar, high YC, pure Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis Bong. (Carr.)) stands
in two forests in central Ireland. Stands of similar age and yield class were selected from, a private
woodland and a state woodland managed by Coillte, where the owners are committed to transformation
to LISS. Three different thinning treatments were applied to the stands. These included a low thinning,
a crown thinning and a Graduated Density Thinning (GDT). Both the low and the crown thinning had
racks cut every seventh row, while the GDT racks were cut every eighth row. Where low thinning
was implemented, it was thinned to the marginal thinning intensity (70% of the YC removed). As for
crown thinning, 200 final crop trees were identified and two of their neighbouring trees (competitors)
were removed regardless of their size. GDT is a thinning pattern not yet widely known and frequently
applied. The racks were cut in every eighth row leaving seven rows between the racks permitting the
middle row removal at the second thinning. 40% of trees from the row immediately adjacent to the rack
were removed. In the second row out from the rack, 20 % of the trees were removed and 10% of the
trees were removed from the third row (Fig. 1a). The forth row, which was situated half way between
the racks, remained intact. Selection of the trees to be removed was based on quality, i.e. misshapen,
forked, damaged and wolf trees. During the next thinning (which is planned in 3-years time due to the
high YC) the intact centre rows will be removed in order to create new racks with selective thinning
either site of the rack according to the given percentage (Fig. 1b).
a)

b)

Figure 1: The schematic diagrams of Graduated Density Thinning (GDT) after the a) first and b)
second intervention are shown

This thinning experiment monitors every tree in 18 plots (each of 0.25 ha area) where an early
transformation of commercially important Sitka spruce has been initiated.
Transformation can be initiated at any age of the stand. However, as Schütz (2001) stated, it is important
to decide on strategy early in the process of transformation. Although an irregular structure may
develop from regular stands under a non-intervention regime as a consequence of natural disturbance,
transformation can be viewed as an acceleration of such natural development to achieve the desired
degree of irregularity (Malcolm et al., 2001).
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Figure 2: Images of research stands after the first thinning

3. Thinning as an important tool in transformation process: example from Bryn Arau Duon,
Wales
In terms of transformation of young even-aged and even-sized Sitka spruce forests thinning is an
important silvicultural tool. The stand can be progressively thinned to promote structural diversity
(Schütz, 1997) and allow the eventual establishment of natural regeneration beneath the canopy
(Malcolm et al., 2001).
The practice of thinning has been avoided in some forests in Ireland (and the UK) due to the problems
associated with stand accessibility and the perceived risk of windblow. However, thinning can be
applied in areas of higher risk of windblow such as Bryn Arau Duon without the forest being subjected
to major windthrow damages.
Bryn Aran Duon is an upland forest of 680 ha of area dominated by Sitka spruce. It is under a management
of P. Morgan and H. Denman (SelectFor). Bryn Arau Duon has a great forest road infrastructure
allowing silvicultural intervention in most areas of the forest, and leaving very little, if any, parts of
the forest not subjected to active forest management. This forest is in good hands of dedicated and
experienced foresters who manage this forest according to the Continuous Cover Forestry (CCF) ideas.
The Graduated Density Thinning (GDT) method has been applied in most parts of this forest at least
once, although some compartments have received already five GDT interventions. Natural regeneration
is present in the forest (very low deer numbers present) and enrichment planting at densities of 150
trees/ ha has taken place to initiate species diversity in the gaps created by repeated application of
GDT. Unfortunately, only very few Western red cedars have survived since the young Douglas firs and
Norway spruces have been subjected to sheep grazing which are found in the forest.
Bryn Aran Duon is becoming structurally diverse in places, and a high proportion of quality green
logs are now selectively felled from the forest. Therefore, it is important to note that the early thinning
(in the case of this forest, the GDT) has been facilitating the transformation of the forest and making
it a great example of CCF in Wales. Economic returns are an important goal of forest management
(Buongiorno et al., 2000) because the forest has to pay for itself and still bring some financial surplus.
Yet again, this is the case of Bryn Aran Duon where a sound forest management (CCF) is applied.
Any dramatic modification in the structure of a forest requires a thorough understanding of stand
dynamics (O’Hara, 2001). Most Irish and British foresters have little experience with transformation
and its application is a challenge. However, as O’Hara (2001) stated, structures with only two or
three age classes provide most of the benefits of transformation into a complex uneven-aged stand and
should be easier to implement and more economical to manage.
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SPANISH BLACK PINE NATURAL REGENERATION
IN FORESTS IN MEDITERRANEAN MOUNTAINS AREAS:
some conclusions from 10 years of research
by Manuel Esteban Lucas-Borja
(Castilla La Mancha University, Spain)

General view of Spanish black pine forest in the Cuenca Mountains

Management strategies should focus on ecosystem persistence and an adequate degree of
ecosystem stability. A detailed understanding of the laws and processes which determine the
ecosystem dynamics is essential if well adjusted management plans are to be developed. This
includes a good understanding of natural regeneration processes, so that natural regeneration can become an important component of stand persistence. Moreover, climatic changes
may reduce the success of natural regeneration and hence require adjustments to silvicultural
practices. Species such as Spanish black pine (Pinus nigra Arn. ssp salzmannii) (photo 1),
where successful natural regeneration is difficult to achieve, need special attention. It is predicted that Spanish black pine forests will soon be one of the forest ecosystems most affected
by climate change in the Castilla La Mancha region of Spain and their actual distribution could
be dramatically reduced. To meet this challenge, sustainable forest management of Spanish
black pine should be promoted, and forest persistence needs to be guaranteed.
Spanish black pine is a taxonomically complex species found in the Mediterranean region
(Greece/Turkey and the Iberian Peninsula). There are various subspecies but they have similar
adaptative capacity and low genetic differentiation. Spanish black pine forests have been included
in the EU endangered habitats listing of natural habitats requiring specific conservation measures
(Resolution 4/1996 by the Convention on the Conservation of European Wildlife and Natural Habitats),
due to their environmental value (in particular landscaping and soil protection) and the difficulty of
achieving successful natural regeneration.
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Since the end of the 19th century Spanish black pine stands in Spain have been managed
under systems that do not always promote forest stand persistence. A shelterwood system with a
100 to 120 year rotation and a 20 to 30 year regeneration period is now one of the most commonly
used methods. Initial seedling recruitment has always been difficult to achieve due to factors such as
summer drought, soil compaction, masting conditions, seed predation, inadequate overstorey density,
attacks by European pine shoot moth on seedlings and damage from grazing animals. However,
available information on management history shows that natural regeneration problems of Spanish
black pine stands in the Cuenca Mountains are not new. During the last century, forest managers tried
to enhance regeneration by using soil treatment, planting, introducing new varieties of the species,
but the results have been inconsistent. Protecting areas of natural regeneration from browsing by
large mammals has also been necessary, because damage by mammals is a major problem for
regeneration of forest stands.
I have been studying for my PhD thesis for the past 10 years (2001 – 2011) and during that
time have participated in a number of research projects related to the natural regeneration of Spanish
black pine (photo 2 and 3 below). The projects have been managed by Prof. Antonio del Cerro Barja
(Castilla La Mancha University).
Our research indicates that with good seed years being every 6 years, seed production is
one of the main factors limiting natural regeneration. Forest managers depend on mast years before
they can start regeneration and final cutting of the stand. Climatic conditions are also a key factor.
In a typical year with a dry summer and lack of precipitation, natural regeneration will be restricted.
Wherever woody plants grow in the Cuenca Mountains their development and survival depends on
adequate water supplies. Water deficits adversely affect several physiological processes, resulting
in loss of vegetative growth as well as in injury and mortality of seedlings. Management for the
regeneration of Spanish black pine should include a partial disturbance of the forest floor to remove
barriers for both rooting and seedling emergence above ground, providing poor natural conditions and

Photo 2: experimental plot located in “Los Palancares y Agregados” forest

soil erosion are not present. Site preparation which exposes the mineral soil, particularly scalping,
enhances conditions for seedling establishment and gives an initial competitive advantage to the
seedlings.
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Our research also indicates that a light to moderate partial cut encourages establishment
because the seedbed conditions created are less extreme than those encountered in more open,
exposed seedbeds. The effect of the overstorey, as characterised by the basal area, can be summarised
as being a positive one for seedling recruitment for the interval tested. The best interval of basal area
for seed germination was 20-25 m2/ha. However, this interval has to be reduced to 15-20 m2/ha in
order to get higher survival rates (photo 4). Thus optimal shelterwood density should be a compromise
between an interval density for higher seed germination and one for maximal seedling survival. In
addition, post-dispersal seed predation by different animal groups is high; they consume most of the

Photo 3: Experimental plot located in “Arcas” forest

Spanish black pine seeds remaining in the ground in the different seasons of the dissemination period.
This results in low seed availability and can be particularly problematic because seedling survival
is also very low during the first year after germination. Seed predation may sometimes completely
eliminate seed germination but becomes less of an issue during masting years when there is high
production of seed.

Photo 4: Seedlings from the experimental plot located in “Ensanche de las Majadas” forest
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In conclusion, the relationship between natural regeneration of Spanish black pine and all
the factors involved appears to be site specific, and further research work is needed to determine
whether the relationships described above apply to stands in other parts of Spain. It is not possible to
fully understand the dynamics of seedling banks from short-term studies, long-term demographics
studies of the tree seedlings are required, particularly now that climate change is beginning to make an
impact. Modelling the process may help to suggest future strategies for adaptive forest management
and forest conservation of these endangered habitats.
Acknowledgements. In Memoriam to Prof. Antonio Del Cerro Barja, who established, guided and
developed many different research projects about Spanish Black pine natural regeneration in Cuenca
Mountain and also educated many forest engineers during his work at Castilla La Mancha University.
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‘Fulfilling Multiple Objectives within a National Park Setting’
A Review of CCFG England’s site visit to
Wythop, Whinlatter & Dodd Wood, North Cumbria
by Scott Jackson

Introduction
On the 23rd June 2011 the CCFG met for a field meeting in the northern Lake District. The event
was hosted by Gareth Browning, area forester for West Cumbria and consisted of visits to three
predominantly conifer woodlands; Wythop Wood, Whinlatter Forest Park and Dodd Wood. All three
are located within the Lake District National Park close to Keswick and Bassenthwaite Lake and play
a key role in the local economy by attracting visitors through nesting ospreys, mountain bike trails and
Go Ape. Management objectives for these woodlands include:
• enhancing the landscape for visitors;
•

protecting the water quality and health of Bassenthwaite Lake;

•

growing quality Douglas fir for timber

•

maintaining the forest for red squirrel and osprey habitat.

Our visit concentrated on how these multiple objectives were fulfilled within a National Park.
Wythop Wood
CCF systems were implemented 15 – 20 years ago in Wythop Wood to meet the objectives listed
above. As it was part of the buffer zone for the Whinlatter Red Squirrel Refuge the tree canopy had to
be managed to protect the red squirrels. It was also seen as a suitable system to grow quality Douglas
fir. In 2009 a new management plan increased the area managed under CCF to a total of 124 ha. The

Discussing the Management Plan for Wythop Wood
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plan stratified the CCF area into three strata: young forest, forest without an understorey (aged over
30 years) and mature forest with an understorey. The vast majority of Wythop Wood falls under the
young forest (unthinned stands and stands that have undergone their first thinning) and forest without
an understorey (aged over 30) indicating that there is still a lot of work to be done. The desired stand
structure for this forest is a complex one of three or more canopy layers. The expected transformation
periods to a two storey structure for each strata area are: 70 to 90 years for the young forest strata;
30 years for the forest without an understorey strata if underplanting is initiated within 10 years, and
10 years for the mature forest with a developing understorey. The establishment of the stands will
be done through natural regeneration, although in some areas underplanting will be necessary to
achieve the desired stand. The brown earth soils found on the lower slopes of the wood mean that
Douglas fir is the primary target species, and will make up 50% - 60% of the wood, with a mixture of
larch and spruce making up 20% - 30% and native broadleaves 15% - 20%.
The first stand we visited was on the entrance road to the office and had been managed under CCF
for 15 -20 years. The regeneration was diverse in age, ranging from 20 to 5 years old, and was
dominated by Douglas fir; also present were Sitka spruce and sycamore. Despite the good quality
mature Douglas fir, which produced seed, there was no natural regeneration. It was thought the
northern aspect of the site was responsible for this as the conditions at the time of germination were
too cold and damp. However, it had been decided to maintain Douglas fir in the stand because of the
good growing conditions and the quality timber the stand produced and so all the Douglas fir in the
understorey had been underplanted. Wind blow in 2005 had provided an opportunity for underplanting,
the blown areas giving natural open areas for replanting. The trees were planted at 2m spacing;
however Gareth subsequently felt that 1.5m spacing would have been better as it would have resulted
in less weeding operations. The underplanting raised an interesting question from within the group:
should Douglas fir remain the main species in this stand when it does not naturally regenerate? The
debate that followed showed that the group was split on this topic; some members considered that
underplanting a species that doesn’t naturally regenerate is not a true CCF system. However Gareth
took the view that the stand was managed for commercial forestry and that it made commercial sense
to produce the best quality timber possible. The good access to the site meant that when harvesting
was undertaken the Douglas fir could be cut to the longest log length possible and sold for structural
timber, which would achieve a good price.
The second stop in Wythop Wood illustrated the contrast between stands. It fell into the young forest
strata and had been marked for its first thinning, at 50 frame trees per hectare. The characteristics
required for frame trees where a good crown, good buttressing and disease free. Selecting frame
trees at this stage in the stand’s transformation maximised the benefit of the thinning interventions
and allowed damage to the frame trees to be taken into account. The first thinning operation would be
directed at creating access racks throughout the stand, with some trees been felled along the racks.
The second intervention would be a crown thinning. Gareth had developed a spread sheet to record
thinning interventions and help assess future thinnings. It would assist when deciding how many trees
should be thinned from around the frame trees to get the balance between opening the canopy to
encourage natural regeneration and leaving enough trees to maintain the stability of the stand.
The final stop was, like the first stop, a stand of mature forest with an understorey stratum. However,
unlike the first stand the Douglas fir was naturally regenerating as a result of the southern aspect.
There was a system of permanent extraction racks that provided good access throughout the stand.
A recent frame tree crown thinning had damaged some of the natural regeneration but created an
opportunity for a new younger storey to develop. In this stand Gareth took the opportunity to show
and explain to us the monitoring system in the mature forest strata, which consisted of 45 permanent
sample plots across Wythop. The monitoring system split the canopy levels within stands into trees,
saplings and seedlings. Pie charts could then be used to illustrate which species make up the canopy
levels. Current findings showed that Douglas fir and broadleaves dominated the trees category, and
broadleaves with almost equal numbers of larch and Douglas fir dominated the seedlings and saplings categories. These results highlighted the lack of Douglas fir regeneration elsewhere.
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Whinlatter Forest
Whinlatter Forest is situated 5km west of Keswick occupying a prominent position within the Lake
District National Park. It is heavily used for recreation throughout the year receiving 250,000 visitors a
year, and in 1993 was designated a Forest Park. It also supports a healthy population of red squirrels
and in response to this became a flagship Red Squirrel Reserve in 2008. Both designations feature
heavily in the forest management objectives, the first being to enhance the landscape for visitors
both within the forest and as a feature of the scenery of the Lake District National Park. Big trees are
retained for visitors to experience a sense of grandeur. Being close to Bassenthwaite Lake, another
objective is to protect the water quality and health of the lake by maintaining woodland cover thus
reducing soil erosion and sediment transfer into the lake.
Stands managed under CCF regimes are predominantly based around areas of high recreational
usage such as the visitor centre and satellite car parks and picnic areas. However this creates a
problem in that harvesting operations require closure of any recreational routes through or immediately
adjacent to the work areas. As recreation is the main source of income forest operations have to be
worked around the peak recreational usage.

Whinlatter Forest (photo taken Feb 2012, G. Browning

The first two sites we visited in Whinlatter were bare of seedlings from the overstorey, but Western
Hemlock was freely regenerating. The first site was a larch stand with a dispersed Western Hemlock
understorey. Although the understorey would not necessarily be favourable for timber production, it
came at no cost and fulfiled the role for the structure of the stand and for the landscape. The second
site was a spruce stand, the light levels at the ground layer were not high enough to allow spruce
regeneration but supported a carpet of supressed Western Hemlock. This created a management
problem in that if the normal systematic crown thinning was implemented the Western Hemlock would
develop into a very dense understorey which would make it hard to move towards a complex CCF
system with three or more canopy layers. To overcome this there would be a non-systematic thinning
to vary the Western Hemlock growth, and create several canopy layers.
With the monoculture of Western Hemlock saplings and understorey there was a risk of the species
diversity being reduced, and species diversity was important to meet the recreational needs. Direct
seeding was suggested as a way of improving species diversity within the forest, and give some control over stand structure.
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Dodd Wood
Dodd Wood is situated on the opposite side of Bassenthwaite Lake to the previous areas we visited.
Covering 300 ha Dodd Wood consists of Douglas fir, larch, Sitka spruce and mixed broadleaves.
Given its close proximity to the previous sites the forest objectives are very similar. However the wood
is also used by nesting ospreys and maintaining the forest for them is an important objective. The
ospreys attract many visitors as there are open air viewpoints.
The majority of CCF management is carried out on the lower slopes of the wood and has been
practiced here for 20 years, the high levels of regeneration and regular thinning resulting in a great
example of successful CCF management on steep slopes.
The first site we visited was a very impressive Douglas fir stand. It had been actively managed for 20
years and was now the target for other stands that were not as well developed. There had been 3-4
interventions on the overstorey of the stand, finishing 10 years ago, so that the stand now had several
canopy layers.

Dodd Wood

The second site visited boasted impressive natural regeneration that was at a stage where it needed
a first thinning. During this thinning extraction racks would be established, and if the matrix were
deemed stable enough it would be selectively thinned.
The third site highlighted the problem of having large trees in areas where roads and other infrastructure
were close by. A risk zone of two tree lengths meant that these trees had a risk zone of 100m.
which brought into consideration the busy road that ran along the bottom boundary of the wood. This
operational constraint would necessitate a traffic management system when these trees were felled.
When thinning the overstorey of this stand the coning of the trees was a consideration when selecting
which trees should be left. The aim was to leave enough seed trees in the overstorey to disperse seed
over the whole stand, but not so many as to limit the light reaching the lower canopies and the ground.
A rule of two tree lengths dispersal range was used.
The final site we visited was a stand that had two canopy layers, like a shelterwood system. However
this was not the desired end stand structure. The understorey had previously been respaced and
was now of a size where it had economic value. The first thinning intervention would only establish
extraction racks. If an overstorey tree was situated in the rack it too would be felled, this would give a
good extraction system. Where the crown fell it would often create a hole in the understorey allowing
further natural regeneration to become established, and so creating another layer and moving the
stand into the desired complex structure.
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Conclusion
CCF systems seemed to be the best answer to meeting the multiple objectives required of these
forest areas. The high priority of recreation means that the visual impact of the stands, both internally
and externally, is very important. Although CCF systems do not match the amount of timber produced
through clearfell, high quality timber was being produced particularly from the Douglas fir. The
continuous canopy cover was providing a protective habitat for the red squirrel, and also protected the
soils it grew in, lowering sedimentation which in turn protected the health of Bassenthwaite Lake.

CCFG Chairman Phil Morgan (on the right)
thanks Gareth Browning for the visit

Jackson grew up on the North York Moors and studied forestry at Bangor University
He graduated last year and is now on UPM illhill’s graduate scheme, working as an
assistant forest and harvesting manager in the North of England.
Thanks also to Scott
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‘Transformation from even-aged plantations to an irregular forest’
a review of the CCFG Scotland site visit to

Glentress Forest Park, Peebles
by Sharon Rodhouse

This article makes use of two research papers for background information, details of which are at the
end of the article.
The 2011 CCFG Scotland Technical Meeting organised by Colin Edwards, was held at Glentress
Forest Park in the Scottish Borders. Located near Peebles around 30 miles south of Edinburgh,
Glentress is part of the Tweed Valley Forest Park. Historically rich with scattered remains of Iron
Age settlements, Glentress formed part of the Royal hunting forest of Ettrick. By the early 1700’s
in common with many other areas, the land here was heavily deforested and when acquired by the
Forestry Commission in the early 1920’s comprised only 300 ha of European larch, a shelterbelt of
Scots pine and patches of Douglas fir and Sitka spruce.
The main species planted by the Forestry Commission between 1921 and 1949 were Douglas fir on
the lower slopes (240-320m), Japanese larch and European larch on mid slopes (320-400m) and
Scots pine and Corsican pine on the upper slopes (400-560m). Also in common with many other
areas is the predominance of Sitka spruce (55%) and associated landscaping issues. Broadleaf cover
accounts for only 3% of the forest and the aim is to increase this to 9%. The forest is also the home
of the Glentress Trial area, established in 1952 by M. L. Anderson of Edinburgh University to study
the transformation of an even aged plantation through group selection to a permanently irregular
structure. It is the world’s longest running trial with similar in America & Japan.
While timber production is important, the dominant management objective is recreation. Based mainly
around mountain biking, the aim is to maintain and enhance the visitor experience and with 50 miles
of award winning trails Glentress is the largest of the widely applauded Forestry Commission 7Stanes
Mountain Biking Trails that operate throughout Southern Scotland. Hosting some 300,000 visitors
each year it is the main visitor attraction in the borders and to reflect and accommodate this increasing
popularity a brand new centre for mountain biking - Glentress Peel, was opened in 2011.

Meeting in the new Glentress Peel Information Centre
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It was here that we met for the start of the day’s events with an introduction to the centre and the wider
forest from Christina Tracey, District Planning Forester. Sited in Glentress Forest at the gateway to the
Tweed Valley Forest Park, the centre includes car parking facilities, bike shop and bike hire services,
information services, cafe and meeting point, showers, toilets and changing facilities, and management
facilities for onsite staff and associated partners. Constructed using principles of sustainability and
as a showcase for the use of timber, the buildings incorporate home grown Douglas fir and are really
quite impressive. The heating system uses woodchips sourced from the forest and the FC office is
so well insulated that heat generated from the computers & staff combined are enough to keep the
place warm. The project is currently hoping for awards from BRE and the Green Tourism Business
Scheme.

(photo Scott McG Wilson)

Our first stops were to the Glentress Trial Area. Dr Gary Kerr, Programme Manager for Silviculture
Research, Forest Research and Douglas Malcolm, Head of Forestry Department (retired), Edinburgh
talked around the history and background of the trial.

Douglas Malcolm, Gary Kerr and Hugh MacDonald introduce the group to the trial area

Established in 1952, the aim was to study the transformation of an 117ha 20–30 year even-aged
upland conifer plantation through to one of irregular structure. The trial area has a southerly aspect
with altitude ranging from 240m to 560m. Soil types include acidic podzols, brown earths, ironpans,
intergrades and skeletal soils. Wind hazard classification reaches 3 to 4 on the upper slopes and
although the area is well sheltered by surrounding hills there are also funnelling effects which increase
the risk of windblow. Dividing the plantation into six blocks the plan was to transform the area over a
60 year period by group felling & regeneration to a total of 2ha in each block every 6 years (see map
on next page). That 60 year transformation period is 2012!
Driven by M. L. Anderson of Edinburgh University convinced the Forestry Commission of the value
of such a study at a time when there was limited interest in alternative silvicultural systems. The
management objective was clear – to establish & maintain a permanent forest of irregular structure
which will function primarily as a protective environment.
For the first 15 years, group thinning and assessments were carried out to plan in a methodical and
regimented fashion. Species planted initially were European silver fir, beech and Norway spruce
influenced by Anderson’s visits to continental Europe selection forests. These were underplanted
at high density in small groups of .001 ha to imitate the spacing of natural regeneration. This was
largely unsuccessful due to the area being too small with the new planting being rapidly shaded out
by the surrounding upper storey and extensive browsing by sheep. The aim was for every stem above
12.5dbh to be assessed but this also proved to be unsustainable and various informal methods of
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assessment have since been used. Sheep were excluded in the 1970’s and in the 1980’s Douglas
Malcolm established permanent sample plots. To reduce costs group sizes have increased to .01ha
to .02ha with spacing staying at around 1m. Restocking species have also changed to more familiar
ones such as Douglas fir.

Over the years, changes within the Forestry Commission (FC) including massive afforestation
programmes, the creation of bigger FC districts, rapid staff turnover and reduction in staffing numbers
has meant the Trial area has been vulnerable for periods of time. The management check method
proved too onerous for the University, recognising that the use of student labour was not always
entirely reliable. Combined with ongoing FC management and staff changes have meant periods of
decline in mensuration data collection. Thankfully, the 1990’s saw an upsurge in activity which has
gained momentum due in part to continued interest in CCF and climate change and there is a strong
commitment from both the FC and Forest Research.
The first evidence of natural regeneration was reported in 1979 and although patchy there is dense
Douglas fir regrowth on the lower slopes with profuse Sitka spruce regrowth confined mainly to the
upper slopes. The fear of small group fellings leading to crop instability on the skeletal soils of the upper
slopes and the surface water gleys of the lower slopes/valley bottom have been largely unfounded.
Gary Kerr reports that the aim is to create an irregular shelterwood with aspects of uniform & group
shelterwood depending on site conditions and what is already happening on site. Crown thinning is
now being carried out around areas of advanced regeneration with enrichment to continue where
required in order to maintain species diversity with the exception of Sitka spruce which is already
regenerating well on its own. Browsing of the young crop continues to be a problem but the culprit is
now deer rather than sheep.
It is now obvious that full transformation won’t be achieved by 2012 for the various reasons above
and the challenge is now on to achieve transformation by 2032. While the original management
objectives still apply, it is increasingly recognised that diversifying to multiple species and an irregular
structure associated with continuous cover forestry (CCF) is key to climate change adaptation. A
revised management plan has been recently drawn up with these objectives as central:
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1. To maintain the historical importance of the Trial Area and aim to produce and develop mixed
conifer stands of irregular structure to maintain permanent forest conditions throughout the
area.
2. To demonstrate good operational practice of irregular mixed conifer stands within the context
of the Forest District commitment to act as a FC National Network site for CCF.
3. To carry out research and communicate the results and experience gained at the Trial Area to
benefit the forestry industry.
4. To provide detailed and accurate information on the timber removed from each Block of the Trial
Area to allow analysis of the volume and value of timber produced using irregular forestry.
(Glentress Research Trial Area Management Plan 2010-2024, courtesy of G. Kerr)
Hamish Macintosh, working with Forest Research, is in the final stages of a PhD project aimed
at increasing understanding of CCF management in upland, coniferous forests in the UK. More
specifically by looking at changes in stand structure and species composition between 1990 and
2008, exploring the use of models such as the reverse-J distribution and Equilibrium Growing Stock
(EGS) to guide management, developing an understanding of Sitka spruce seedling physiology under
differing canopy conditions and modelling the effects of different management scenarios on stand
structure. Hamish talked about his work so far monitoring the network of 240 sample plots and the
results are to be published soon.

Trial area plot with mixed species and regeneration occuring

The group moved on to look at a 3ha stand of 1943 Norway spruce and a 12ha stand of 1960 Norway
spruce/Sitka spruce/Douglas fir with delayed thinning. Neither stands are part of the Trial Area but
an example of good form, easily accessible and highly visible to visitors being by the car park and
intersected by a bike trail. Recently marked to identify and retain frame trees with good buttresses and
crowns, the closest competitor tree to the frame tree was to be removed. Frame trees provide stability
to the stand and in an area such as this which is heavily used for recreation, the trees chosen also
required good form for their visual impact. The importance of ground disturbance in exposing mineral
soil to the seed bank was emphasised in order to encourage natural regeneration. With no evidence
of natural regeneration at all, the general feeling was that underplanting would be necessary and that
this stand was a good example of intervention left very late. The group also touched on the restraints
that the mountain bike trails placed on thinning operations in terms of health and safety during the
work and compromising stability by potentially opening up the stand to windblow. Advice was offered
to aim for frame trees some 20% over the optimum number at second thinning to account for possible
losses through windblow. One group member talked of a ‘Bio-Groups’ concept from Slovenia where
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trees are left in small groups of 23 including 1 frame tree so clumpy ‘companion’ trees can grow
together. Finally talk turned to the use of expertise operators on long term contracts in order to make
the most of their skills.
Moving further into the forest for the afternoon and complete with fantastic views over the surrounding
countryside we discussed restocking issues. The district had identified bare areas that could be
restocked with money left over in the budget. Ground preparation involved mounding randomly at
around 2m spacing with Douglas fir/larch/Norway spruce and Scots pine. The Sitka spruce was self
seeded. The first year displayed excellent growth and then the crop was hit badly by the harsh winter
of 2010. Deer browse was identified as a problem but more so in the areas of underplanting and
less in these exposed open areas where it was noted that competing ground vegetation was also an
issue.

Discussing restocking issues

The debate moved to the difficulties associated with deer control in areas of high public disturbance.
The extensive network of mountain bike trails and long hours of usage particularly over the summer
months can mean as little as 2 hours a day as a window in which to exercise deer control. It was
observed by the wildlife ranger who had joined us that the deer appeared to be quite comfortable
around mountain bikers and harvesters but not so around road vehicles. He informed us that Roe
deer numbers are less than 2/ha due to a very active management programme but that Sika deer
are on increase and expected to move into the area soon. It was anticipated that this would result
in an increase in bark stripping and it is well known that Sika are can be more difficult to control. He
also spoke positively of a fencing system that he had seen working in Germany consisting of 20m x
20m leap frog fencing. This rolling rotation can result in deer protected areas of crops and a gradually
structured aged crop from 3 to 50 yrs. It was suggested that a strip system would work here reducing
costs by utilising the freely regenerating Sitka spruce instead of underplanting.
Debate turned again to balancing recreation and forestry, with the comment that increasingly the role
of the forester can be more one of land manager. With regard to mountain biking at Glentress, the
construction of recreation trails and future trail developments are part of the forest design planning and
communication process between all forestry departments. After defining the need for trail construction
and following initial consultation with relevant departments, extensive planning and coordination is
aimed at maximising efficiency and minimising potential conflict. It is probably fair to say that although
the process of integration of recreational and operational forestry has come a long way since the
initial mountain bike trail building boom of the early 2000’s, there can always be room for further
improvement.
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A crown thinning exercise was included in the itinerary. Led by Jens Haufe, Forestry Trainer, it was
highly practical and very useful as we were able to examine the results of our handiwork.

Selecting frame trees for the crown thinning exercise

Elspeth Macdonald, Research Scientist, Centre for Forest Resources and Management, was our final
contributor for the day offering very valuable insight into the impact of CCF on timber quality. She
pointed out that there is very little research into this area nationally and internationally and her key
points are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Natural regeneration generally results in increased stability and slightly better stem form from
higher stocking densities
Natural regeneration means that we have to work with what we get so a poor provenance can
result in poor form
A crop opened too early will result in bigger knots, more juvenile wood and a deeper living
crown
Variability in form, species, age and size means variability in timber quality
Longer rotations are an opportunity for high timber quality products which need to be targeted
at the right markets
Crown thinning by removal of co-dominants results in smaller sawlogs which may be problematic
for sawmills

Thanks go to all involved in the organisation and participation of a highly informative and enjoyable
day which sparked lively debate on a range of subjects. With thanks, also, to Edward Wilson, Andy
Wardman, Gary Kerr and Hamish MacDonald for their contributions to this article.
Research Articles
•
•

Transformation from even-aged plantations to an irregular forest: the world’s longest running trial area at
Glentress, Scotland. Kerr, G., G. Morgan, J. Blyth and V. Stokes. Forestry, Vol. 83, No.3, 2010
Transformation to irregular structure of an upland conifer forest. Wilson, E.R., H. Whitney and D.C. Malcolm.
The Forestry Chronicle, Vol. 75, No.3, May/June 1999

Sharon Rodhouse is a member of the CCFG England Committee, a regular contributor to
the CCFG Newsletter and has published a number of papers elsewhere on sustainable
Sharon, who was previously a nurse and midwife, changed careers several
years ago and took a degree in forestry and woodland management at the National
School of Forestry Cumbria.
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‘Sustainable Timber Production on a Private Estate’
CCFG Wales visit to Mostyn Estate, Flintshire
by Martin Price
Introduction
The CCFG field meeting in Wales in 2011 was kindly hosted by Mostyn Estate. The bright morning
of the 5th of October found around 20 forestry-types congregating next to the estate sawmill and
being plied with tea and coffee to get them up to speed. Our hosts for the day were the head forester
Richard Davis, his son Philip, and the estate woodsman Geraint.
Mostyn Estate is situated on the coast above Mostyn Docks, around 30 miles west of Chester. The
estate ranges from sea-level to 260 m above sea level, with panoramic views of the Dee estuary. Land
holding is 1416 ha, of which 364 ha is woodland, 1036 ha is agricultural tenancies, and 16 ha of formal
and woodland gardens around Mostyn Hall, the occupied seat of the Mostyn family. Of the woodland
area, 75% is broadleaved. Further holdings include another 101 ha of broadleaved woodland at the
Llandudno Estate.
The estate enjoys a range of site characters derived from changes of altitude, topography and
underlying geology. Soils range from light sands to deep loams, and underlying geology includes
shales, carboniferous limestone and yellow marl. Annual precipitation has been recorded as averaging
915 mm.

Admiring the oak trees in Marine Wood

Estate management has diversified to follow local markets and opportunities, as well as adapting to
the wishes of the Mostyn family. The estate followed a strong sporting bias through the 1970s and
1980s, however forestry was revived in the late 1990s as the then Lord Mostyn gave up shooting and
took a more direct interest in the trees.
The estate has been entered into a Better Woodlands for Wales (BWW) management scheme with
strong emphasis on continuous cover forestry (CCF), including small felling coupes, developing
shelterwoods, diversification of conifer stands, and the growing of quality broadleaves.
The conifer blocks on the estate are generally worked under contract using mechanised thinning.
Broadleaved thinning is carried out in-house using regular chainsaw cutters. Newly NPTC-qualified
chainsaw users are also provided with work to consolidate their qualification, developing a local pool
of trusted contractors.
To further diversify the forestry business, the estate has developed firewood and sawmilling businesses,
and offers a consulting service for management of similar estates throughout Flintshire.
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Mostyn Park
The first site visited proved an interesting study in the all too
common balancing act of managing woodland under competing
demands from past, present and future issues.
Mining on the site started in 1610 and ceased in 1751 leaving 37
named shafts and a poorer soil than might be expected for the
area. However, the mine waste over parent sandstone shale was
good enough to allow crop establishment and a stand of Sitka
spruce was planted by the Forestry Commission in 1976. The
lease has subsequently been bought back by the estate and the
stand has received 4 thinnings to date: line thinning in 1996 and
3 selective thins subsequently.
The stand directly overlooks the Dee estuary and consequently
is exposed, leading to concern about windthrow susceptibility.
Thinnings have consequently been relatively light and frequent to
try to minimise the risk of wind damage. No windblow has occurred
to date, but a very uniform stand has also been produced.
Of perhaps greater immediate concern was the noticeably low
crown density caused by recurrent attacks of Elatobium abietinum,
the green spruce aphid. Exposure to salt spray in the wind was
thought to be a major factor in stressing the trees leaving them
open to attack.
The stand is classified as a Plantation on Ancient Woodland Site

Richard Davis in Mostyn Wood

(PAWS) and there is an overall interest in safeguarding scattered parkland trees and increasing native
broadleaf cover.
The floor was thrown open with by asking “what would you do?” to the crowd of CCF advocates – how
to manage and perpetuate the stand?
The crop was thought unlikely to regenerate as it stood. A basal area of around 30 m2/ha suggested
that stocking was a little high to allow sufficient light to the floor to sustain spruce regeneration. The
crop was also slightly too young to be expected to produce great quantities of seed, and the poor
crown conditions were also of concern. The wisdom of perpetuating a species that was obviously
unhappy on the site was also questionable, so, how to change species, and to what?
Little option existed for natural regeneration of other species within the stand. Broadleaves that had
seeded in naturally were encouraged, but few and far between. Sessile oak was dismissed as a
commercial option by our hosts as the site had been found to be liable to produce shaken trees.
Underplanting was agreed as the best option. The Wales chairman suggested that a graduateddensity thinning would help towards providing a more complex structure and dappled shade for planted
trees.
Species choice was a more difficult subject. Red oak was mooted along with sweet chestnut, grand
fir and Douglas fir. Suggestions were all countered with concerns either within the group or form our
hosts. What of squirrels? Despite trapping and shooting, still a problem. What of markets? Can we sell
it or burn it? What of Phytophthora? What of future climate? No consensus could be made.
The CCF principles of developing robust irregular mixed-species stands to help insure against future
threats and to take advantage of future market changes seemed pertinent whilst discussing this
degenerating regular monoculture stand.
More certainty was found in the removal of the current Sitka spruce crop. So that trees would not
grow to become unmarketable, successive thinnings would be used to remove the largest stems,
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processing chip for the estate and a log component.
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Whitford Wood
The second stop of the day was Whitford wood, one of the oldest areas of woodland on the estate
and visible on both 1743 and 1814 maps, classifying it as ancient woodland. Recorded management
history records the site being clearfelled in the 1830s, drained and restocked with oak. This crop grew
until 1944 when it succumbed to the war effort. A few of these old oaks remain, but the present crop is
mainly derived from mixed natural regeneration.
The first area visited was the more favoured portion of the wood. In addition to remnant crop trees,
younger oak, sycamore, ash, wild cherry, beech, and birch had grown up to form a dense stand, with
some underwood of hazel, holly and yew. The site was noticeably more fertile than Mostyn wood with
a flora associated with base-rich and moist soil conditions.
Current management is to thin half the standing volume by chainsaw. The majority of cut material is
used for firewood with some selective use of better quality stems for estate milling. Thinning targets
beech and sycamore in particular and favours ash, yew and cherry of good form for growing-on to
produce premium sawlogs to be milled to order by the estate.

Shelterwood cut in Whitford Wood

This stand produced immediate debate from the vocal CCF lobby. The thinning had reduced the
stand from a complex mixture of species and size classes with a vigorous underwood to a uniform
shelterwood. Certainly not clearfelling, but in many opinions, certainly not CCF either!
Our hosts put forward the estate rationale; that this was a sustainable system, easily maintained, that
could produce both firewood and sawlogs for the estate businesses. The site also regenerated well by
both seed and coppice growth.
Proponents of irregular silviculture as the one-true-way bemoaned the loss of the structure and
underwood, and the dappled-shade they provided for regeneration and tending.
Neither side won the argument, but reconciled by agreeing of the need for hardened access
infrastructure given the softer soil conditions.
The group next moved further through the wood into areas that were being re-established. Having
fallen into disrepair, the original drainage system from the 1830s was being restored, and areas of
poor quality regenerated broadleaves were being replaced.
Ash, Douglas fir and larch had been planted in blocks as future main crop with a percentage of oak,
hazel, rowan and small-leaved lime to aid diversity. Continued concern was held over the risks posed
by abundant grey squirrels, and more recently the threat of Phytophthora.
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Trees had been established with tree tubes and had received formative pruning. The local provenance
ash was a reminder of how much the forester is at the mercy of the promiscuous nature of this tree.
Even registered seed trees can produce rather poor quality progeny, and despite valiant pruning
many stems were obviously destined to be firewood.

Planted and pruned ash in Whitford Wood

Lunch
The group was returned to the woodyard where discussion continued through mouthfuls of pies and
cake very kindly provided by our hosts.

Marine Wood

(photo Scott McG Wilson)

The group was moved again by tractor to Marine Wood,
a wonderful stand of mature sessile oak. The crop was
established in the early 1800s during parkland
landscaping. Unlike Whitford Wood, the stand avoided
wartime felling and remained largely unmanaged until a
selective thinning in 1995. Dense sycamore regeneration
had formed an understory throughout the stand and was
removed for firewood along with a few of the mature oak
which produced timber for prestige construction.
Prolific regeneration has since established beneath the
oak and in the gaps created by felling. Sycamore has
returned accompanied by significant quantities of ash
and some beech. Western red-cedar has also been
planted in mixture. Discussion concentrated on the
speed of removal of the oak overstorey and of the nature
of the successional stand.
The oak crop represents a large capital store for the
estate. The timber is sold as a premium product; Welsh
oak supplied with a guarantee of provenance, and
commanding close to a 20% price premium above the
European oak also marketed by the estate. Our hosts
were concerned over the health of the stand as some
crown dieback was visible - what did the visitors think?
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After a short while of staring upwards in contemplation, the unanimous group view was positive,
and that the oaks were likely to outlast the careers of both father and son foresters if required. The
stand could therefore be left until the right market was identified and the right price agreed. Felling,
when undertaken, should carry on the work of the last intervention and target the poorer stems. The
installation of lateral branches to the main extraction route was suggested as a useful tool in future
oak removal and tending of the regeneration.
The future of the stand was agreed as likely to change however. Little oak was regenerating within
the stand, and squirrels, despite the estate’s best efforts, were damaging what oak and beech that
had managed to grow. Members of the group raised the topic of the naturalness of an all-oak stand
on the site. It was thought likely to be naturally ash-elm dominated, and so change was simply the
stand reverting to its natural form. Besides said the group, the ash regeneration was very promising,
suggesting a good future stand, and best of all, it was free!

Mostyn Hall
The last stop brought the group back to the woodyard and sawmill to cover the estate woodfuel boiler
and the firewood and sawmilling businesses.

Heating of the hall and associated buildings using an oil-fired boiler had been using 55,000 litres of
oil yearly. Running cost had risen by almost £8,000 in three years, from £24,000 to £31,900 and was
becoming unsustainable.
The installation of a part grant-funded 150 kW woodchip boiler has reduced this cost to under £7,000.
In addition, as all woodchip is produced by the estate, the setup provides a modicum of independence
from energy markets.
The oil boiler has been retained as a secondary unit in reserve of the woodchip boiler and to provide
additional peak heating.
Firewood and woodfuel now form a large part of the estate business. Many of the local schools are
converting to biomass boilers, providing a ready market, and the estate is planning to supply the
woodchip.
The estate aims to produce a quality chip with a moisture content of below 20%. Harvested trees are
processed to a standard 2.5 m length and stacked at roadside on bearers for 6 months. After this
stacks are moved under cover for another 18 to 30 months. The estate typically carries 700 t of drying
stock and is currently producing a very dry chip of 16.2%, currently supplied for £130/t. Business is
such that a second shed is planned to hold an additional 140 t of chip. An increasing demand for
woodchip as a non-allergenic horse bedding is also providing more sales to the equestrian market.
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Chipping is occasional and so is carried out on contract, at present by the Shropshire-based company
Midlands WoodFuel, using a Mus-Max chipper fitted with a G30 screen.
Another important market is firewood, sold as a “stove mix” of 1/3 softwood to 2/3 hardwood or 100%
hardwood for open grate fires. The estate hires a firewood processor for logging, cross-cutting and
splitting material up to 9” in diameter. Larger material is cut to rounds by chainsaw and broken down
with a hydro-splitter.
The estate has also run a self-financing wood-mizer sawmill since 2001 to process a range of products.
Construction beams and fireplace lintels are commonly cut, with more expensive products such as
cherry and yew also milled, and niche products such as ash for Morris 1000 repair. Larch is also cut as
cladding and for boat construction locally. European PEFC oak is offered as a cheaper alternative to
the estate oak. The group was shown around the woodshed to appreciatively view Mostyn-grown ash,
cherry, sycamore, lime, and sweet chestnut stickered, stacked, and air drying to a target of 12%.

Conclusion
Many thanks must go to Mostyn Estate, Richard and Philip Davis, and Geraint for organising and
delivering an informative and stimulating day for the CCFG members. I t is heartening to see a mixed
estate thrive through diversification and pragmatic management. Best of all it is wonderful to see the
estate production of quality hardwood all the way from seed to stack!

Martin Price studied forest management at Aberdeen between 1995 and 1999, spending
a year with Dornoch Forest District as his mid-year placement. He followed his degree by
working in Washington State for the US Forest Service for two years, first in timber presale and then recreation and wildlife departments, also fighting wildfires in Washington and
Oregon. Martin returned to the UK in 2001 to gain his MSc at Bangor and then worked in
private-sector
management and harvesting. Returning to Bangor to study mechanised harvesting in transformation of regular stands to continuous cover forestry (CCF)
management, Martin gained his Ph.D. in 2007. Martin joined echnical Development in
Delamere, Cheshire in 2008.
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John Bewick – Forester
Died 3rd August 2011 - aged 89
My father, John Bewick, was born in 1922 in Houghton-Le-Spring, County Durham, the son of
a colliery clerk and a teacher. After leaving home at the age of fifteen to study commercial art in
Leicester, he joined the R.A.F. as a fitter in 1939, and spent the war years in North Africa and Italy
before being posted to Rhodesia in the late 1940’s.
Upon leaving the R.A.F. my father secured a place on the scheme set up by C.P. Ackers at Huntley
Estate in Gloucestershire, which trained young leavers from the forces for forestry careers. After
completing this, he enrolled at the Royal Agricultural College at Cirencester where he gained his
qualification in estate management while getting as much practical experience as he could in
forestry.
After leaving college he married Betty, who was to be his
wife and companion for nearly 60 years, and together
they started their new life in North Wales. Forestry work
then took them to North Yorkshire and on to Hampshire
in the early 1960’s, by which time three young children
had joined the family. After a spell with Oakover Forest
Services of East Sussex, my father took the step of
going his own way as a consultant and contractor. Most
of his work was in Hampshire on estates at Linkenholt,
Four Marks, Romsey, St Mary Bourne and Headley. He
also took many Ministry of Defence contracts as well
as branching out into landscaping work as the needs
demanded.
Through all this time he was essentially a man of the
forests, at his happiest when able to do his own work in
the woods, accompanied by his dog – cutting, thinning,
planting and planning. For him the labouring was part of
the enjoyment, and something that kept him fit enough
to be working well into his seventies. I remember going
out for days with him to work during my school summer
holidays as a teenager and being astonished at the rate at
which he could plant bags of a hundred small Christmas
trees. Spade in, plant, heel in, two steps forward, spade
in…. repeated until, with short breaks after every hundred, a thousand would disappear in a day’s
work. Nor would he accept sloppy planting by himself or anyone else!
Continuous Cover Forestry was a concept that was of great importance in determining how my
father was to manage his woodlands. He would always be talking and thinking about it, and its
principles guided all his work. He valued very highly his membership of the CCFG right back from its
formative years, and he enjoyed the workshops and events that he used to attend regularly with likeminded foresters. His eventual decline in health made him less able to get out, but on the occasions
when he was able to visit his beloved woods he would race through his old projects to check on
the progress of the work he had started. None of his family could forget the delight with which he
greeted the tiny examples of natural regeneration, as if each was its own little miracle, as they were
spotted on the forest floor as we went on our woodland walks.
During his latter years my father immersed himself in a project in which, ambitiously, he aimed
to draw together the strands of continuous cover thinking and practice from around the world. By
means of research, writing letters to academics in far off universities and using articles that we would
get him from the internet, he was able to review a large number of case studies. To supplement the
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research he collected and processed a lot of data from his own ‘study plots’, which had been set
up in woods that he had managed during his working years. He often expressed his frustration that
the U.K. seemed to lag behind other countries in its ability to provide the hard data over a long time
span that could help him show that continuous cover methods were the best way forward.
My father’s completed ‘study’ is a comprehensive collection of writings interspersed with his own
commentary and analysis. He was keen that at some stage it would be made available to other
foresters in the hope that it would be of use or of interest to those of like mind. The original is being placed in the library of the Royal Agricultural College at Cirencester, and it is hoped that a digital
copy will also be made available online at some stage.
The study was his ‘labour of love’ for forestry, which was not just a job or a career but also, along
with his choral music, his passion for a lifetime.
Martin Bewick (John’s son)

Many of the older members of the Continuous Cover Forestry Group remember John
with affection, and we would like to thank Martin for this article and to express our
sympathy for his family’s loss
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Management of Irregular Forests:
Developing the full potential of the Forest
By Roland Susse, Charles Allegrini, Max Bruciamacchie and Roland Burrus
translated into English by Phil Morgan
A review by Gary Kerr
This book is a tour de force for forest managers and scientists interested in the development of
continuous cover forestry (CCF). Phil Morgan deserves great credit for having the skills and showing
the resolve to carry out the translation and produce the book. I hope it attracts interest from all
English speaking countries where foresters are interested in irregular silviculture/CCF.
A similar exercise was carried out by Professor Mark Anderson in the early 1950s when he translated
Knuchel’s book Planning and Control in the Managed Forest (published in 1953 by Oliver and Boyd,
Edinburgh). For me Knuchel’s book was a classic, it describes methods for the planned management
of forests, assessment of the growing stock and increment and, importantly, describes the Check
method. Phil’s translation of Management of Irregular Forests has the potential to make a significant
contribution to our approach and understanding of forest management in the same way that
Anderson’s translation of Knuchel’s book did over 50 years ago.
The book has been produced by the Association Futaie Irrégulière (AFI). The AFI was founded in 1990
and consists of private forest owners and managers who “have a mission to study forest management
practices that provide both income to the owner and also work in harmony with the natural functions
of the forest”. The group has established 90 Research stands that are mainly in France but a small
number have also been established in England, Ireland, Belgium and Luxembourg. The book describes
the silviculture, management, economics and biodiversity of irregular stands using information, data
and experience from these Research stands. Each of the Research stands are assessed to a common
protocol every five years to ensure that results can be compared between sites and regions. Each of
the Research stands is managed according to the management objectives of the owner, with a
presumption that irregular silviculture will be used. The advantage of the approach is that experience
and recommendations have a sound practical basis and many statements are backed up by facts and
figures from Research stands. Interestingly, three of the Research stands were badly affected by the
storms that affected France in 1999 and the book presents summary information on the economic
consequences of this disturbance. The book also contains 11 ‘information sheets’ that contain useful
information about irregular silviculture and the approach to establishing and assessing Research
stands.
As with any translation I think that Phil has been constrained by the content and structure of the
original publication. Some of the language is pleasantly quirky but in places difficult to understand;
some of the diagrams are complex and impenetrable (see for example page 35); the sections on
economics caused me to look back at my notes from university (and in some places I was still none
the wiser) and the text uses definitions, terminology and conventions that many forest managers in
Britain will be unfamiliar with. For example, only trees greater than 17.5 cm DBH are assessed to be
part of the growing stock. This latter point is my main concern about the book as it there is an obvious
tension here with the information produced by Forest Research and standard assessment protocols
used in British forestry. There is a danger that many readers may become frustrated by some of these
points but I would encourage them to persevere and find the true value of this book – it is a fascinating
summary of irregular silviculture as practiced in France which, until now, has not been accessible to
the English speaking world.
Dr Gary err is a silviculturist with Forest Research where he is programme leader
for Alterna e Approaches to Management. He is also editor-in-chief of the ICF’s
journal Forestry and a member of the CCFG England c
ee.
scien
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BITS AND PIECES
ENGLAND’S WOODLANDS AND CLIMATE CHANGE
- a new Forestry Commission web resource
Our woodlands have been established over many years in a relatively stable climate. Species selection
has assumed that these climatic conditions will remain constant. This key assumption no longer
applies
We need to ensure that our forests and associated habitats have the capacity to adapt to the likely
effects of climate change. We must start to implement adaptation strategies today, because England’s
forests will be maturing in a very different climate.
The Forestry Commission have developed a web resource which gathers together reports and guidance
on creating resilient forests and mitigating the effects of climate change:
http://www.forestry.gov.uk/forestry/INFD-8M6E9E
It includes guidance on diversification of stand structure, as provided by CCF and close to nature
management systems:
http://www.forestry.gov.uk/website/forestry.nsf/byunique/infd-8m7enz

A Summary of
Selected Scientific and Technical Publications in Silviculture
with Relevance to Continuous Cover Forestry
published between Jan - Dec 2011.
is in preparation and will be circulated soon

Thinning Practice: a silvicultural guide, 2011
by Gary Kerr and Jens Haufe
“A good thinning requires a clear objective, a sharp axe and a cold heart.”
Thinning is a silvicultural operation where the main objective is to reduce the density of trees in a
stand, improve the quality and growth of the remaining trees and produce a saleable product.
Thinning can also achieve other objectives such as altering the species composition of a stand,
improving the health of the remaining trees or disturbing an established ground flora to enhance
opportunities for natural regeneration.
This guide looks at the underlying silvicultural principles which make up good thinning
practice and give you guidance on applying thinning in the most common situations of forest
management.
See: http://www.forestry.gov.uk/fr/INFD-8M5J25
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Photo thanks to Fundacion Huinay - http://www.huinay.cl ©

Ancient Giants
AteamoffouryoungexplorersandentrepreneursareheadedtoChilethisApriltoproduceadocumentary
called “Ancient Giants”, which has a focus on the magnificent Alerce tree. They will explore deep into
the Chilean temperate rain forest in search of some of the world’s oldest and largest trees. The Alerce
Tree, also known as the Redwood of the South, is truly an
impressive species and the film will give stunning footage of
these trees and the life that is sustained within their canopy.
Ancient Giants hits home with an investigation into how over
logging and illegal logging has severely endangered the Alerce
Tree. Non-native trees, predominantly Monterey Pines (Pinus
radiata) are being planted in place of the Alerce (Fitzroya
cupressoides). These replacement trees are faster growing
and inexpensivetoharvest. Butatwhatcosttotheplanet? We
willlookintowhateffortsarebeingmadetofindabalanceand
to protect the last remaining Temperate Rain Forests of Chile.
Our team of explorers will collect data on tree health, size
and complexity to present to a local research station in the
Los Lagos region (the lake district of Chile), but in order
to do this we need to climb them! Using the latest rope
access equipment we will demonstrate the techniques
used to climb into this unexplored canopy, showing you a
unique perspective of this unseen world above our heads.”
http://ancient-giants.com/about/

CCF and Bioenergy
Notes of a recent e-mail discussion between some members of CCFG
about the implications of increasing use of Bioenergy
To Rodney and others from David Rice, 30 Dec 2011
Bioenergy seems to be taking off, some 70,000 tonnes per annum from FC S Wales plus an unknown
quantity from the private sector goes to the plant at Port Talbot, much of it through the narrow
streets of Llandeilo. I read that the Bioenergy companies are buying up forest land. The upside of
this trend for me is that the dreadful inefficient and ugly wind factories may not all materialise.
My question is what impact, if any, will this trend have on the promotion of CCF systems? Will there
be a watering down of the commitment, particularly in Wales, to CCF, now seeming to be known as
LIS? Should CCFG be making noises and representations? I assume that there may be a similar trend
in Europe so what is the view from Pro Silva?
To David and others from Rodney Helliwell, 30 Dec 2011
I prepared a short report about 10 years ago for Gwynedd County Council on a planning proposal for
a wood-fuelled power station in Blaenau Ffestiniog, which would use “waste” material from forests in
North Wales. I do not have the details to hand, but I think it would have required most of the branches
and small sized timber from all or most the plantations within a radius of about 50 miles.
My concerns were mainly:
1. The material would be fairly bulky and would require large lorries to travel on small rural
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roads, carrying low value material for relatively long distances, on a fairly tight schedule.
2. There might be a tendency for contracts to be entered into that would result in a requirement
to produce a certain amount of “waste”, which might result in the tail wagging the dog, and
silviculture being undertaken to produce low value material rather than quality logs (which tie
up carbon for longer).
I advised the Council accordingly.
It seemed to me that the best type of usage for wood as a fuel would be for relatively small-scale local power + heat generation schemes, in association with schools, offices, hospitals, etc. This could
operate with smaller amounts of fuel than a power station and could also make use of the heat which
would be generated in the process. This would involve shorter average transport distances for the
fuel, and perhaps a more flexible market for “waste” (or low quality) timber, which might help to underpin the timber market rather than dominating it.
The incidental effect on the promotion of CCF [which ought not to be called LIS or LISS] is also pertinent, as it would almost certainly be easier to harvest low quality material from clear felling than
from dispersed felling over a larger area; and this would be a matter which would need to be taken
into account and weighed against the benefits that CCF is expected to provide. (This means that these
benefits would need to be quantified; as I have argued previously.)
To Rodney and David from Jim Ralph. 3 Jan 2012
I think a good way to comment on the CCF matters is through the public consultations of the Single
Environment Body and Natural Environment Framework, being carried out by the Welsh Government
in 2012. CCF and the Ecosystem services that they provide by permanent forest cover needs to be
measured and valued (by the SEB), not just trees and timber values.
I will keep an eye out for the consultation documents for those who wish to feedback to the
consultations.
To Rodney, David and others from Jim Ralph, 4 Jan 2012
Please find attached Web Link from FCS and FR in relation to this subject only last month (Research
into the best use of biomass and setting thresholds for electricity generation in Scotland):
http://www.forestry.gov.uk/website/forestry.nsf/byunique/infd-8p6eaf
To Jim from Rodney Helliwell, 7 January, 2012
I have had a look at this link and, without spending too much time on it, it would seem that they are

saying rather similar things to what I said about 10 years ago, but with a bit more authority. i.e. if
possible, wood fuel should be used within 30 miles of its source (or less), and it might be feasible to
have combined heat and power production, on a relatively small scale.
But they do not appear to have gone into the economics or effects on the forest of harvesting this
material (unless I have missed it). We should be looking to have numerous small to medium sized
users, rather than a few large users.
To Rodney from Jim Ralph, 8 January, 2012
Yes I agree with the view about small scale users. I too have only briefly looked at the presentations,
but I thought the issue of growing sawlogs was important in terms of CCF. This highlighted the
additional benefits of locking up carbon, and I guess this means that the issue about ecosystem
services is building this into the values when policy and practice need to be encouraged. I thought it
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was a useful update from a FR and FCS perspective.
To All from Jim Ralph, 1 Feb 2012
Here is a link to the consultation that started yesterday:
http://wales.gov.uk/consultations/environmentandcountryside/sustainingwales/?lang=en
It looks testing to me. However, the term Natural Capital fits nicely into CCF terminology. Maybe
CCFG could suggest the removing of only the increment as the growth of interest in measuring the
standards. I think the need to decide the capital or Standing volume will be necessary. So long as we
no longer see liquidating capital such as clearfelling, as being important.
A useful website for information on the principles of
‘ecosystems services’ and ‘natural capital’ is
http://bankofnaturalcapital.com/
If you have time, Pavan Sukhdev’s talk ‘Put a Value on
Nature!’ gives a good summary with examples (top of right
column on home page)

To All from Phil Morgan 6 Feb 2012
Fine words indeed; have a look at the definitions!
Let us make the case that any restocking grant provides “a market distortion, which undervalues natural
systems and populations and provides perverse incentives and subsidies to favour the conversion of
land to less diverse systems”. (Not my words!).
In the ‘Convention on Biodiversity’s 12 principles for an ecosystem approach’ (http://www.cbd.int/
ecosystem/principles.shtml) Principle 4 states: ‘Recognizing potential gains from management,
there is usually a need to understand and manage the ecosystem in an economic context. Any such
ecosystem-management programme should:
a. Reduce those market distortions that adversely affect biological diversity;
b. Align incentives to promote biodiversity conservation and sustainable use;
c. Internalize costs and benefits in the given ecosystem to the extent feasible.
The greatest threat to biological diversity lies in its replacement by alternative systems of land use.
This often arises through market distortions, which undervalue natural systems and populations and
provide perverse incentives and subsidies to favor the conversion of land to less diverse systems.
Often those who benefit from conservation do not pay the costs associated with conservation and,
similarly, those who generate environmental costs (e.g. pollution) escape responsibility. Alignment
of incentives allows those who control the resource to benefit and ensures that those who generate
environmental costs will pay.
We need to look at this document carefully and decide on how to respond.
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New Members
We warmly welcome:
Canopy LandUse, Warminster, Wiltshire
Kerstin Leslie, Kinross (student, Bangor)
Forestry Commission England
Alex Todd, Kendal, Cumbria
Neil Holiday, Laws & Fiennes, Banbury
Dan Brown, student, Newton Rigg
Jane Begg, West Lothian CC
John Richardson, Mexborough Estates, Hawnby
Iain Turner, Wealden Heartwood, Crediton
Simon Hunt, Coed Cymru Officer for Anglesey

Mark Page, Greenlaw, Berwickshire
Oliver Thompson, UPM, Northwich
Lochlan Dulson, student, Newton Rigg
Luke Quenby, student, Bedfordshire
Philip Argyle, Ludlow
Ellinor Dobie, student, Berwickshire
Lee Jones, student, Penrith
Scott Jackson, UPM (North of England)
Sebastian Austin, student
Dan Kinash, Student, Bangor

David Claeys Bouuaert, student, Wageningen University, Belgium
Mr. W. Warmington, Cothelstone, Taunton
Alistair Hearn, Treescapes Consultancy, Keswick
Manuel Estaban Lucas-Borja, Castilla La Mancha University, Spain
Mrs. Erica Bruder, Fowberry Farms Berwick-upon-Tweed
Ben Robinson, student
Shane Flanagan, student
Philip Roe, Borders Forest Trust
James Walmsley, lecturer, Bangor University
Holkham Enterprises, Wells-next-the-Sea, Norfolk

CCFG’s New Student Rep
We would also like to welcome Harriet Wood who is the Continuous Cover Forestry Group’s new
student rep. She is a mature student with the University of Cumbria at Newton Rigg. After a
career in nursing Harriet decided to follow her dreams of a career in forestry and enrolled in the
full time FdSc in Forestry. When the opportunity to take part in an exciting Heritage Lottery
Funded Woodland Learning project for Small Woods arose at
the end of her first year, she decided to change to the part time
course. Harriet says, ‘The FdSc at Newton Rigg has suited my
learning brilliantly, as it as it has been flexible enough to allow
me to study and develop my career at the same time.’
Harriet is passionate about promoting sustainable woodland
management and hopes to learn more about how continuous
cover forestry can help achieve this in the United Kingdom.
She has made lots of contacts whilst working at the Green
Wood Centre, both with people in the woodland industry, and
with students and tutors at different colleges and universities
throughout the country. She hopes to put these contacts to
good use to promote the work of the CCFG in the next year.
Harriet can be contacted on harrietwood@smallwoods.org.uk
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and is always pleased to hear from other student members.
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CCFG COMMITTEE MEMBERS
CCFG GB

ee

Philippe (Phil) Morgan*
CCFG Chairman
e-mail: chairman@ccfg.org.uk
Rik Pakenham
Co-ordinator (England)
e-mail: cforest@psa-online.com

CCFG Wales
ee
Price (Co-ordinator), FC Technical Services
Jim Ralph, FC Wales
Huw Denman, SelectFor
CCFG England
ee
Rik Pakenham (Co-ordinator), Chiltern Forestry
Gary Kerr, Forest Research
Sharon Rodhouse
Andy Poore, SelectFor
Mike Seville, CGA

Colin Edwards
Co-ordinator (Scotland)
e-mail: colin.edwards@forestry.gsi.gov.uk CCFG Scotland
ee
Bill Mason (Chairman) FC Scotland
Price**
Charlie Taylor, FC Scotland
Co-ordinator (Wales)
Jim Colchester, Buccleuch Estates
orestry.gsi.gov.uk
e-mail: ma
Colin Edwards (Co-ordinator), Forest Research
Harriet Wood, Green Wood Centre
Student rep
Nominated members **
Louise Page, Aberdeen University
Edward Wilson
Alec Dauncey

Administrator
Gill Pemberton
e-mail: administrator@ccfg.org.uk

* standing down at the AGM this May
** to be
at AGM
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